ABSTRACT. We show that for an atomless complete Boolean algebra 8 of density < 2N°, the Banach-Mazur, the split and choose, and the Ulam game on S are equivalent. Moreover, one of the players has a winning strategy just in trivial cases: Empty wins iff B adds a real; Nonempty wins iff B has a (r-closed dense set. This extends some previous results of Foreman, Jech, and Vojtáá.
Introduction.
In [Jel and Je3] Jech initiated the study of game-theoretic properties of Boolean algebras. There are mainly two sources of ideas for defining these games. One is to consider classical games of Banach, Mazur, Mycielski, Ulam and others and to translate them into the Boolean algebraic context. For the origin of these games see the Scottish book [Ma, problems 43 and 67] . The other is to look at some well-known properties of Boolean algebras, such as various distributivity conditions, the existence of dense sets with certain closedness properties, Axiom A, properness and others (these can usually be characterized by properties of the corresponding forcing extensions) and to try to devise games that would reflect them. We are mainly interested in characterizing those Boolean algebras in which one of the players has a winning strategy in a certain game. The hope is that by doing this some new and interesting concepts and problems would emerge that would improve our understanding of the structure of Boolean algebras.
Most of the results of this paper were motivated by a list of problems from [Je3] . Some of them we solve, and to others we give partial solutions. For example, we prove that if the Nonempty player has a winning strategy in the cut ¿c choose game on a complete Boolean algebra 8 which has a dense set of size < 2N°, then S has a (r-closed dense set. By this we improve a previous result of Foreman [Fo] , and Vojtáá [Vo2] , though their ideas are essential ingredients of our proof. We also give a consistent example of a poset P such that P x P is equivalent to CWl (the usual Cohen poset for adding a subset of u>i) but P is not. By a result from [Fo] this cannot happen under CH.
As an application we give a proof of the following result of Gregory announced in [Gr] . If "ZFC +3 weakly compact cardinal" is consistent, then so is "ZFC+GCH+ Every N2-Suslin tree is essentially <r-closed".
We show that Nonempty may or may not have a winning strategy in the both players cut k, choose game on Prikry forcing, depending on the model of set theory. Since, as is easily seen, Nonempty wins the ordinary cut &; choose game on Prikry forcing; this shows that it sometimes makes a difference if we require Nonempty to cut, too.
Our terminology is mostly standard or self-explanatory. Our main interest is in complete Boolean algebras, since this seems to be the most natural setting. However, most games we consider can be defined on arbitrary Boolean algebras, indeed even partially ordered sets. We shall sometimes state the more general hypothesis under which the result is true. Instead of constructing a complete Boolean algebra we usually construct a partially ordered set, and the algebra is the (unique) completion of it. We say that two posets are equivalent (denoted by ~) if they have isomorphic completions.
Recall that a Boolean algebra 8 is (k, X)-distributive iff it satisfies the following law:
f\ V aa0= \J f\ aaJ(a).
ca<Kß<\ f: k^X a<K.
An algebra is K-Baire iff it is (k, oo)-distributive. A poset is K-Baire iff its completion is.
We leave the formal definition of a (winning) strategy to the reader's imagination and satisfy ourselves with informal descriptions. If S is a Boolean algebra let 8 + denote 8 \ {0}. For b G B +, 8 \ b is the algebra restricted to b. A tree is a partially ordered set such that the predecessors of every point are well-ordered. We say that a tree is normal if every element has arbitrary high elements above it and elements on limit levels are uniquely determined by their sets of predecessors. It is usually no loss of generality to assume, as we shall, that the tree in question is normal. If T is a tree and X Ç height(T), T \ X is the restriction of T to X; i.e., T I" X = {i G T|level(í) G X}. Let us warn the reader that some of our trees grow downwards in order to be consistent with our other notation, but this will hopefully cause no confusion.
1. The Banach-Mazur game. Consider the following version of the wellknown Banach-Mazur game played on a partially ordered set.
Players Empty and Nonempty alternately play a descending sequence of elements of a poset P:
Nonempty wins the run of the game iff 3p G PMn < uip < pn. We call this game S(P). It is easy to see that if P is a dense subset of Q, then 9{P) ana ¿?(fi) are equivalent. So we may restrict ourselves to .complete Boolean algebras. Jech [Jel] showed that Empty has a winning strategy in 9{8) if 8 is not (No, oo)-distributive. Note that if B has a «r-closed dense set, then Nonempty wins easily-he simply plays elements of that dense set. One of the problems from [Je3] asks if the converse is true. In this section we slightly improve some partial results of Foreman [Fo] and Vojtáá [Vo2] .
THEOREM l.l. Let T be a tree. If Nonempty has a winning strategy in 9{T)> then T has a o-closed dense set.
PROOF. We may without loss of generality assume that T is normal. Let the height (or depth) of T be k. For £ < n, T^ denotes the £th level of T. We first
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use prove the theorem, assuming that T is < /c-Baire. Later we show that the general case can be reduced to this. Let us fix a winning strategy o for Nonempty in £(T). For t G T and s Ç T a finite sequence of even length we say that s is a partial play towards t if s = (a¿|¿ < 2k) is played according to o and ao > ai > • • ■ > a2k-i > i. Call £ G T ^ood if for every partial play s towards í and t' GT such that inf s > t' > t there is a partial play s' towards t extending s with inf s' < t'. It can be shown (see [Fo, p. 720] ) that the set of good i's is <T-closed. So we shall be done if we show that it is dense. Now, call (i, t') G T2 a good pair ift'>t and for every partial play s towards t' there is a partial play towards t, s' extending s such that inf s' < t'.
Claim. For every p GT there is t < p such that (t,p) is a good pair. Assuming the claim for a moment, let us see why this finishes the proof. For p GT, build a sequence (ti\i < w) such that t0 = p and Vi < w (ti+i>i») is a good pair. Then, by normality of T, inf{í¿|¿ < u¡} exists and is easily seen to be good.
To prove the claim, fix p G T. For s a partial play towards p consider the set Dg -{q G T\3s' partial play extending s S¿ q < inf s"}.
Clearly, each Dg is dense and open below p. There are only [ht(p)]<u) partial plays towards p. Since T is < /c-Baire, the set Dp = (\{Dg\s is a partial play towards p} is dense below p. Clearly, any t G Dp works. The claim is proved.
Consider now the general situation-i.e., T need not be < /c-Baire. By passing to a maximal antichain, we may assume without loss of generality that there is some A < /c such that T is < A-Baire and there is a decreasing sequence of À dense open sets {.Dc|£ < X} in T such that flí^ílí < A} = 0. For each £ < A pick by transfinite recursion a maximal antichain Ac Ç Dc so that if n < £ then Ac refines An; i.e., V£ G Aßs G Av(t < s). Now, look at R = (Jí^ílí < A}-We claim that R is dense in T. If t GT there is some £ < A such that t £ Dc. If s is any element of Ac compatible with t, then we must have s < t.
R with the induced ordering is a tree of height (or depth!) A such that R is < A-Baire. So, by the above special case of our theorem R has a cr-closed dense set. This set is dense in T, too. D
The following lemma was also proved by Vojtáá [Vo2] ; we include it here for completeness. LEMMA 1.2. Let 8 be a complete Boolean algebra which has a dense set of size < 2N°. Assume that Nonempty wins £(B). Then 8 has a dense subset which is a tree under the induced ordering.
PROOF. Let P be a fixed dense subset of 8 of size < 2N°. Let k be the least cardinal such that 8 is not /c-Baire. As in the previous proof we may assume without loss of generality that there are maximal antichains in P, Aç, for £ < /c, such that A^ refines A^ for n < £ and /\^<K /(£) = 0 for every / G Y\c<K Ac.
Claim. Vp G P3£ < k such that A¿(p) = {q G Ac|p A q ¿ 0} has size 2N°.
PROOF. Let a be a winning strategy for Nonempty in 9(P). Construct by induction two Cantor trees of elements of P, (ps\s G 2<w) and {qs\s G 2<UJ). Set <7( ) = p. If we have constructed pa, let qs~0 and qs~x be incompatible extensions of pa which are below different elements of A^B for some £s < /c. Then set Ps~e = S{q( ),p( ),q(s(o))P{s(0)),---,Ps,Qs~e), for e = 0,l.
Since a is a winning strategy for Nonempty, for each / G 2W there is p¡ such that Vn < ijj p/ < Pf\n. If we now let £ = sup{£s|s G 2<w}, since Ac's refine each other, it is clear that A^ (p) has size 2N°. The claim is proved. Now, for each £ < /c let E^ = {p G P\ \A^(p)\ = 2H°}. By a simple induction argument there is a 1-1 function <pc : E¿ -► Ac such that Vp G E^p A ¡p^(p) ^ 0. Choose for each p G Eç, qp < p A £>c(p). Extend {qp: p G Eç} to a maximal antichain Cç refining Ac. Next, build recursively maximal antichains T^ for £ < k such that Tç+i refines C^ and Tn for n < £. Also, make sure that for limit £ *€=| a /mi/ e nr"and a /m ^ ° | ■ Note that we do not require Tc's to be subsets of P. Finally, let T -IJÍ^ílí < K}-It follows from our construction that T is the required tree. D COROLLARY 1.3. Let B be a complete Boolean algebra which has a dense subset of cardinality < 2N°. Assume that Nonempty wins £(B). Then 8 has a o-closed dense set. D This corollary was proved by Foreman [Fo] under CH and by Vojtáá [Vo2] under a slight additional assumption. For /c a regular cardinal let CK be the usual complete Boolean algebra for adding a Cohen subset of /c. Similarly to [Fo] we have the following result which was also proved by Vojtáá [Vo2] . PROOF. By [Fo] , if Nonempty wins 9iQ and 8 is a complete subalgebra of C, then Nonempty also wins £(B). The rest follows from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.2, since the tree constructed in the proof of Lemma 1.2 will have height wi. It is a well-known fact that if T is a a-closed nonatomic tree of height wi and size 2^°, then the completion of T is isomorphic to CWl. □ The restriction that B is nowhere wi-Baire cannot be omitted, since if 2N° = 2Nl, then Cjj¡ x C^2 a CWl.
We now give a consistent example of a poset P such that P x P ~ CUl, but P cfi Cun. For that we have to assume OUJl + (){a < W2|cof(a) = wi} + ->CH. This is easily shown to be consistent with ZFC. Namely, using the fact that DW1 and 0{a < W2|cof(a) = Wi} hold in the constructible universe L (see [De] ), one simply adds N2 Cohen reals to a model of V = L. In fact we need only a weaker form of D, but we shall not even bother to state it.
Let us mention that this example is related to an (equivalent) version of Jech's problem: assuming P x Q has a <r-closed dense set, does P have a (T-closed dense set. For the equivalence see the appendix of [Je3] .
The poset P we construct is of size 2N° = H2. It is cr-closed and Ni-Baire, so it is not equivalent to CWl. But P x P is nowhere Ni-Baire; hence by the above corollary P x P ~ CUJl.
Let Aa Ç a for a < w2 and cof(a) = wi. Consider the following poset P : p G P iff p is a closed bounded subset of u2, and Va G p if cof(a) = u>x, then pDa = Aa. The order is end extension. P will have the desired properties provided we construct Aa's judiciously.
First note that P is obviously a-closed. Let us show that P x P is nowhere Ni-Baire. To see that consider
Clearly, Dc is dense in P x P for £ < wi and f)f <Wl ^£ = 0-We now show how to choose AQ's to make P Ni-Baire. Let (Ca\a < uj2 and lim(a)) be a DWl sequence; i.e., it satisfies (i) Ca is a closed bounded subset of a;
(ii) if cof(a) < wi, then |CQ| < Ni; (iii) if 7 is a limit point of CQ, then C-, = Ca D 7. Let (5a|a < W2 & cof(a) = wi) be a 0 sequence. Let {^Q|£ < oj2} = W he an enumeration of closed unbounded subsets of uj2 (remember <>W2 => 2Nl = N2) such that Xç Ç £. This induces a well-order on W which we denote by -<. Set Wa = {XcJ£ < a}. For P = (.Dc|£ < wi), a sequence of subsets of VF, g G W, and a limit ordinal a, define by induction a decreasing sequence of conditions q = qo > qi > • ■ > q¿ > ■ • of length 7a = ot(Ca) in the following way. Let {a^|£ < 7Q} be the increasing enumeration of Ca. Let q"+i be the -<-least q such that q G D", q < qn and sup g > av. If n is a limit ordinal, set qn = cl(Up<^ Qp)-If 9î is defined for every £ < 7Q, let D(q, a) -\J^<la qf, otherwise let D(q, a) be the empty set.
For a < lú2 and cof(a) = ujx, Sa codes in some canonical but otherwise unspecified way a sequence of wx subsets of Wa, V = (D$|£ < <*>i) and q G Wa. Let then Aa be equal to D(q, a). We claim that P is Ni-Baire. For if D = (Dç\Ç, < wi) is a sequence of dense open subsets of P and q G P, using the fact that (Sa\a < oj2 & cof(q) =u3i) is a 0 sequence, we find a < u2 of cofinality u\ such that (iv) Vs G WcV^ < a(\im(ß) => V(ß,s) GWa);
(v) 5Q codes (De n WQ|£ < (Ji). Then it follows from our construction that if t -AaU{a}, we have t G flí<Wl &Z and t < q. So P is Ni-Baire. D 2. The cut & choose games. Let B be a Boolean algebra and /c a cardinal. The cut &i choose game 9k.{B) is played as follows. First Empty picks an a G B+ and an antichain Ao of size < /c such that a = \J Ao-Then Nonempty chooses ao G Ao-Then Empty picks an antichain Ai of size < /c such that ao = V^i; and Nonempty chooses some ax G Ax. The game proceeds like this ad infinitum. A sequence A0, oo, Ax, ai,..., An, an,... is produced >vhere each An is a partition of an_i, of size < /c and an G An. We say that Nonempty wins iff /\n<ÜJ an ^ 0. The game 900(B) is played in the same way but with no restriction on the size of An's.
Jech proved [Je3, Theorem 2] that Empty has a winning strategy in §K(B) iff 8 is not (No,/c)-distributive.
Our first result in this section is that 9<x and the Banach-Mazur game Ç are equivalent in terms of winning strategies. The case of strategies for Empty follows from the above results of Jech. Also, a strategy for Nonempty in £(B) easily gives one for him in 9<x{8). So, we are done if we show the following. THEOREM 2.1. If Nonempty wins 9oc{8), then he wins 9(8).
PROOF. Let a be a winning strategy for Nonempty in 9<x>(8)-We can think of a as a function which, given a partial play ao, Ao, ai, Ai,..., A", chooses an element 0-(ao, Ao, ax, Ai,..., An) of A". We describe a strategy for Nonempty in £(B).
Assume Empty first plays nonzero a0 G fl + . Consider the set Sao = {cr(ao, A)|A is an antichain & \f A -ao}-We claim that there is nonzero &o < «o such that Ea" contains all nonzero elements below bo-Otherwise there is an antichain A disjoint form Eao and \/A = ao. But then we have er(A) G AnEao, a contradiction. We let Nonempty play such a bo < ao-Empty then plays ai < bo-Nonempty first chooses an antichain Ao such that \/ Ao = ao and cr(ao,Ao) = oi. Then he considers the set Eao,A0 = W(ao, Ao,ai, A)|A is an antichain &c\/A = ai}. Again, there is a nonzero element 6i < ai such that B+ \ 6i Ç Ea0iJ40-We let Nonempty play such a bx. Then, again Empty plays a2 < bx. Nonempty first chooses an antichain Ai such that cr(ao, Ao,ai, Ai) = a2; then he looks at Ea0,A0,ai,A1,a2 = j cr(a0, A0, ai, Ai5 a2, A)|A antichain &¿\J A = a2 and defines b2 as above. In such a way Nonempty is able to proceed and, given a play ao > bo > ax > bx > ■■• > a" > ■■■ in 9(8), simultaneously produce a play Ao,ai,Ai,a2,...,An,an,... in 9oo(B) such that for every n G co an = tr(ao, Ao,oi, Ai,..., An). But a is a winning strategy for Nonempty in 9oo(8), hence Anew a« ^ 0-We have thus produced a winning strategy for Nonempty in 9(B). a Before we proceed any further let us give an application of what we have just proved. Recall that a /c-Suslin tree is a tree of size /c with no antichainsor chains of size k. For regular /c, /c-Suslin trees may or may not exist; see [To] . A /c-Suslin tree T is called essentially a-closed if there is a cub C C /c such that T \ C is er-closed. In the following discussion we assume the reader is familiar with the definition of weakly compact cardinals and some of their basic properties. GK] , and this poset is cr-closed; i.e., if Gj(K)-K is Zj(K)-K generic over V[GK], then we can let Gj(K) =GKx G_,(k)_k. By elementarity, it follows that in N[Gj/K)\ every element of j*(T) has arbitrary high extensions. Hence, for every t G T there is t* G j*(T) above j(t)(= t) which is on the /cth level. But then b = {s G T\s <j-(t) i*} is a /c-branch through T and t G b.
So, P = Zj{K)-K is the required poset. The claim is proved.
Back to the proof of the theorem. Let us now describe a winning strategy for Nonempty in 9°o(T). Let Empty's first move be t G T and a maximal antichain below t, Ao-Since T is a Suslin tree, we may assume, by refining if necessary, that Ao consists of elements of T on a fixed level TQo for some ao < /c.
Nonempty fixes 6 as in the claim and finds po G P such that, for some ío G Tao,Po "~P "^riTQo = {to}"■ Empty now plays another level TQl for some ai > aoNonempty then finds some pi < po and ii G Ta, such that pi I h "o D Tai = {ii}". In this way we have a play t,Tao,to,Tai,ti,... ,TQn,i",_ Nonempty along the way constructs a decreasing sequence of elements of P, po
such that pn \\-p ab<lTan = {tn}". Now, since P is cr-closed, there is pw G P such that Vn pw < p". Since pw \\-p b is a branch of length /c", there must exist tuj G TQu), where aw = supn6u, a" and p < pw, such that p \\-p "o n Taw = {t^}".
It is clear now that Vn tn < £w, so Nonempty has won this game; i.e., we have described a winning strategy for him.
By Theorem 1.1 T has a cr-closed dense set D. We may assume that D is closed in the tree topology; i.e., if D is unbounded below some t GT, then t G D. Let us now force with T. If Gt is a generic branch through T, it is clear that Cgt = {ct < k\Gt H Ta Ç D} is closed and unbounded in /c. Since T is a /c-cc poset, there exists a cub C in the ground model such that \\~t uC Ç Cgt"■ Then T ï C is cr-closed. This finishes the proof. D Let us remark at this point that under the assumption of GCH + DWl Gregory [Gr] has constructed an N2-Suslin tree which is essentially non-cr-closed. This shows that some large cardinal assumption in Theorem 2.2 is necessary. Of course, the consistency of "GCH+ no N2-Suslin trees" is a well-known open problem. For some information concerning this problem see [LS and SS] .
We now consider the following question: when does the existence of a winning strategy for one player in £a(B) imply the existence of a winning strategy for the same player in £K(B)? In the case of the Empty player this reduces to some well-known problems of distributivity of Boolean algebras, so we concentrate on strategies for Nonempty. The case /c < A being trivial, we may assume A < /c. For definiteness we restrict ourselves to the case A = 2, although most of our results can be generalized to bigger A's under appropriate assumptions.
We first recall some well-known games of Mycielski and Ulam, played on sets rather than Boolean algebras; see for example [KM, p. 249] .
The Mycielski game played on a cardinal /c runs as follows. Empty splits /c into two parts. Nonempty chooses one of the parts, and Empty then splits the chosen part. Nonempty chooses again, and so on. Nonempty wins iff the intersection of the chosen pieces has at least two points.
The Ulam game is similar, except that both players split and choose. Nonempty wins if the intersection of the chosen parts is not empty.
We need some known facts about these games; see [KM, p. 249, and GJM] for further information and references.
(1) If k is less than the first measurable cardinal, then if Nonempty wins the Mycielski game on k, he also wins the Ulam game on k.
(2) If k < 2H°, then Nonempty does not have a winning strategy in the Ulam (and hence Mycielski) game on /c.
(3) // "ZFC+ there is a measurable cardinal" is consistent, then so is "ZFC + Nonempty has a winning strategy in both games played on w2." (4) If for some k Nonempty has a winning strategy in either game on /c, then there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal. THEOREM 2.3. Let B be a complete Boolean algebra such that Nonempty has a winning strategy in 92(8). If there is no winning strategy for Nonempty in the Ulam game on k and /c is less than the first measurable cardinal, then Nonempty wins 9k(8).
PROOF. Let us fix a winning strategy o for Nonempty in Q2(B). We can think of o as a function such that, given a G 8+ and a sequence of partitions of a into two pieces, ((a°,aj)\i < n) it chooses one piece of the last partition-i.e., a(a, ((a°,aj)\i < n)) = e, for some £ G {0,1}-in such a way that for every a and infinite sequence of partitions of a s = ((a°,aj)\i < w), setting o(a,s\n + 1) = £" for n < w, we have that An<w arT ¥" 0. By a partial play in 9^ (8) we mean an element a of B+ and a finite sequence of partitions as above. We now describe a strategy for Nonempty in 9^(8).
Let Empty play a G B+ and an antichain Ao of size < /c such that V^o -aFor X Ç Ao, put ax -\J X and ax = a -ax. We claim that there is a partial play so in 9^(8) which begins with a, and a function fo: P(Aq) -► 2 such that whenever í is a play extending s0 and X Ç A0 then a(t"(ax,ax)) = fo(X). This means that for plays extending so and for every X ç A cr always chooses the same element of the partition (ax,ax).
Assume otherwise. Then we can get a winning strategy for Nonempty in the Ulam game on Ao as follows. Along with playing the Ulam game on Ao, Nonempty simulates a play in 9^(8) in the following way. Suppose at some stage we have X Ç A0 in the Ulam game and s in the simulated game such that ax was chosen in some move of s; i.e., for some n < length(s), s(n) = (ax,ax) and cr(s|n + 1) = 0. Now it is Nonempty's turn to split X. He first chooses two partial plays s' and s" extending s such that the last terms of s' and s" are the same, equal to (ay, ay) for some Y Ç Ao, and cr(s') = 0 and a(s") = 1. Such s' and s" exist, lest the claim is true for so = s. Nonempty now splits X into X fl Y and X -Y. If Empty chooses Xf~\Y, Nonempty extends his simulated play to s'; if Empty chooses X-Y, Nonempty extends his simulated play to s". When it is Nonempty's turn to choose between, say X and Ao -X, he looks at the current simulated play s and chooses X if o(s^(ax,ax)) = 0, otherwise he chooses Ao -X. It can easily be checked that in this way we have described a winning strategy for Nonempty in the Ulam game. The claim is proved. Now, Nonempty fixes s0 and /o as claimed. It is clear that Uo = {X Ç Ao\fo(X) = 0} is a countably complete ultrafilter on Ao, and since |An| is less than the first measurable cardinal, there must exist a sequence Xq,Xi,X2, ... of elements of Uo such that f\n<UJ X° is a singleton, say {ao}. Nonempty fixes such a sequence {Xn : n < u>} and a0. Back in the original game he plays aoEmpty now plays another antichain Ai of size < /c such that V^i = floNonempty looks back at so, extends it first to s0 = Sq (axo, axo ) and, in the same way as above, finds si extending s'0 and fx : P(AX) -► 2 such that for every play t extending si and X Ç Ai we have o~(F*(ax,ax)) = fi(X), where again for X Ç Ai ax = \J X and ax = a -ax. As above, Nonempty fixes a sequence Xq,XI,X\, ■ ■ ■ of elements of Ui -{X Ç Ax\fi(X) = 0} such that f)n<uXn -{ai} and plays as his choice ai G Ai. Aside, he extends Si to si = s7(a°Yo,a\ro)'~*(a°yi,a°Yi PROOF. By the above results it is enough to give an example of a partially ordered set of size 2N° which is cr-Baire but does not have a cr-closed dense set. A standard example of this is the poset for shooting a cub set through a stationary costationary subset of wx (see [Je3, Example 3] ). We shall instead give an example of a poset P which is also proper and hence does not destroy stationary subsets of u!X (see [Sh] ). This example may have some interest of its own.
Fix for each limit ordinal a < wi, a cofinal subset Aa of a of order type w. Let p G P iff p is a closed bounded subset of u>x and Va G lim(a;i) [AQ C\p is finite]. Say that p < q iff p is an end extension of q; i.e., p n (max(o) + 1) = q. Claim. P is a-Baire and proper. PROOF. Let 6 be a large-enough regular cardinal. H$ is the set of sets hereditarily of size < 9. By a standard argument it is enough to prove the following.
Subclaim.. Suppose M is a countable elementary submodel of (Hq,£) such that P G M, and p G P fl M. If D G M is a dense subset of P, then there exists q G Dn M such that q < p and q D As = p fl As, where 6 -M n uix.
PROOF. Let M,6,p and P be as in the subclaim. We can define by induction a sequence (qa\a < wx) of elements of P such that (1) Va < oJi[qa < P and qa G D], (2) a < ß -» max(çQ -p) < min(qß -p).
By elementarity there is such a sequence in M. Since A¿ has order type u, there exists £ < 6 such that (q^ -p) fl As -0, but then q = q¿ G M is as required. The subclaim is proved.
Let us now assume D is a dense, c-closed subset of P. Let M < (Hq,£) be countable such that P,D G M. Let «5 = Mflwi. We build by induction a decreasing sequence of elements of D fl M, qo > qi > ■ • ■ > qn > • • • n < u. Suppose qn is defined.
Since max(qn) < 6, there is 6n G As such that max(qn) < 6n. Let fl"+i G D n M extend qn U {6n}. It is now clear that (\Jn<¡JJ qn) H A¿ is infinite. So, the sequence (qn\n < ui) cannot have a lower bound in P. This contradiction finishes the proof. D PROPOSITION 2.6 . Let B be a complete nonatomic Boolean algebra. Assume Nonempty wins 92(8). Then 8 has an antichain of size 2N°.
PROOF. If B satisfies the 2N°-chain condition, then Nonempty wins 900(8), and hence 9(B)-Then as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we can construct a Cantor tree of partial plays in 9(B) such that each branch has nonzero infimum and elements corresponding to different branches are disjoint. There are 2N° branches through this tree, so we can get an antichain of 2N°, thus contradicting the assumption that B satisfies the 2N°-chain condition. D As Jeck remarks in [Je3] , Prikry forcing is an example of an algebra which is not (Ko,oo)-distributive, but Nonempty wins 92-Another candidate is Namba forcing (see [Na or Je2, p. 289] By generalizing the proof of this theorem with arbitrary /c instead of uj2 and using Theorem 2.3 and fact (4) above, we can conclude that if there is no inner model with a measurable cardinal, the games £2 and 9 are equivalent in terms of the existence of winning strategies for Nonempty. Note that if B has an atom, then Empty wins by playing it. So it is natural to restrict ourselves to nonatomic algebras.
PROOF. If 8 is not (No,2)-distributive, then Empty wins easily; in fact, he even wins 92(8). So let us assume that B is (K0,2)-distributive and there is a winning strategy cr for Emtpy. We may without loss of generality assume that o(( )) is a partition of 1; for if o(( )) -(ao, ax) we simply restrict ourselves to B t (ao V ai).
LEMMA 3.2. B has an uncountable antichain.
PROOF. Let 0 be a regular, large enough cardinal and Hg the set of all sets of hereditary size less than 6. We fix a countable M < (Hq,£) such that 0,8 G M. Let ((a°,a*)|n < uj) enumerate all partitions of 1 into two pieces which are in M. Since we assume S is (No,2)-distributive, there is some / G 2W such that a = An<w an 7¿ 0. We now try to build a run of the game in which Empty follows o, which is contained in M and such that at each stage the chosen piece contains a.
More formally, let a(( )) = (¿>o>&o)-Since a G M, 6 § and i>o are in M, so there is £o G {0,1} such that a < ¿>o°. If possible, Nonempty finds bx,b\ G M which partition 6q° and such that if a chooses and splits bEx , then a<bzx; i.e. Nonempty tries to make sure that at each stage, the chosen piece contains a. So, if o tells Empty to choose bexx and split it into b\ and 62, then Nonempty will choose b\2 for £2 G {0,1} in such a way that a < 63°. Again, if possible he will split it into 63 and b\ such that if Empty chooses and splits 6|3 for some £3 G {0,1} we then have a < o §3. It is clear that Nonempty cannot play like this ad infinitum, for we would then have a < f\n<¡JJ bnn, contradicting the fact that cr is a winning strategy for Empty. So, it must happen that at some stage n we arrive at a partial play according to cr, s = ((& §, fe¿),..., (b2n, b\n)) such that for some £2n G {0,1} we have a < 6|^" and for every partition (b°, 61) of b^ which is in M, cT(s"(b°, b1)) chooses and splits b1 (i G {0,1}) such that a < o1_\ Now, let I = {c < 6|<r ( Finally, let A be a maximal antichain in fl \ b consisting of elements of I. Since I is countably complete, A cannot be countable. The lemma is proved. D PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a maximal antichain in S of size Ni.
Let us fix {W"|n < u>} a countable, point separating family of subsets of A. It can be obtained, for example, as follows: fix /: A -► 2W which is 1-1 and let Wn -{a|/(a)(n) = 0}. Let us define wn = \jWn for n < us and "W = {tü"|n < w}.
Fix a G A. We define by induction sequences ts; s G 2<<jj of partial plays according to c, and ws; s G 2<w of elements of W, as long as possible in the following way.
Suppose we have defined rs and ws for all s G 2-n for some n < u>, and fix some s G 2n and £ G {0,1}. Let a(rs) = {bs~0,bs~i). If there exists w G "W such that a <w and 0(7^(bs-0, ba~i)~(ba~£ A w, ba~£ -w)) is a partition of b3~£ A w, we let wa~£ be such a w and let ra~£ = T~(bs~0,bs~i)~(ba~£ A wa~£,ba~£ -wa~e). If no such w exists, we terminate the construction. If we could define wa and rs for every s G 2<M, we would get a sequence {ba\s G 2<w) such that for every n < u, a < \/{bs\s G 2n}. Since 8 \ a is (N0,2)-distributive, there would exist an / 6 2U such that f\{bf\n\n < ui} ^ 0. Then U{r/|n: n < u>} would be a play in which Empty lost even though he followed his winning strategy cr, a contradiction.
So, for every a G A, there is for some s G 2<w a partial play ts consistent with o such that for some £ G {0,1}, ws~£ and rs~£ cannot be defined. Now, using the fact that {Wn|rc < w} is a point separating family of subsets of A, we see that r, and £ uniquely determine a. Namely, if a(rs) -(ba~o,°s~i), we nave a = /\{w G 1V\cT(T~(ba~o,ba~i)~{ba~£ Aw,i)r£ -tu)) is a partition of ba~£ -w}.
Since "W is countable, there are only countably many partial plays ra as above, so we get a 1-1 function from A into a countable set. For k a measurable cardinal and U a normal /c-complete ultrafilter on /c, Prikry forcing is the following partial order P; see [Pr] . Elements of P are pairs (s,A) , where s G /c<w, A G U and maxran(s) < min A. We say that (s,A) < (t,B) if s '2 t, A Ç B and ran(s -t) Ç B. Let B be the completion of P. We already know that Nonempty wins 92(B)-But does he win 92(B)? It turns out that the answer depends on the model of set theory but not on the particular ultrafilter used. Xen for some £ G {0,1}.
As usual, along with playing 92(B), Nonempty will simulate a play in the Ulam game where he uses his strategy a. For a < k let pa = ({a}, k -(a + 1)) G P and define for X C k, px = V{Pc*la G X}.
Let Empty's first move be {aQ,a¿), a partition of some a G B +. We may without loss of generality assume a = 1. For each a < /c, Nonempty finds Aq G U and £o(a) G {0,1} such that ({a^Ag) < ao°(a). Let Xg = {a < /c|£0(a) = £} for £ = 0,1. Empty's simulated move in the Ulam game is (X^Xq).
Then Nonempty looks at cr((Xg,X¿)) = (Xo,X\) a partition of X^° for some £0 G {0,1}. In 9^ (8) Nonempty chooses a^0 and splits it into a0 = a^0 A pxo and a\ = a^0 -pxo. Note that Oq0 A pxi < a\. So, assume now Empty chooses aex and splits it into a° and a\. Then for every a G X11 we find A? C Ag such that ({a}, A?) < o%(a) for some £2(0) G {0,1}. Let £ -0,1 Xf = {a G Xex\£2(a) = £}. In the simulated
Ulam game Empty's move is to choose XEX and split it into Xo and X\. Then, a says Nonempty has to choose X|2 and split it into X3 and X\. Back in ^(B) Nonempty chooses aüff and splits it into a0 = ajp A pxo and a^ = a^2 -Px° ■ Again we have a\ < a^2 A pxi. The inductive definition of a strategy for Nonempty in (B) should be clear from this.
In the end the intersection of the chosen X£n 's is nonempty. Let a G f)n<UJ X£n and let Aa = f)n<u A". Then we have ({a}, Aa) < f\n<ljj a^n, and hence Nonempty has won this run of 92(B)-We have thus described a winning strategy for him. D License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
The question whether Nonempty wins the Ulam game on a measurable cardinal /c has already been considered. We have the following results, due to Solovay, and Magidor and Solovay, respectively. When the game is over, since P is cr-closed, we can find a condition p G P. such that Vnp<pn.
Then p IhÄ "f\Gw An G Ù"; hence f|new An ^ 0. G Let us finally remark that, following the idea of the last proof, one can give another example of an algebra B such that Nonempty wins 92(B) but Empty wins 9oo(B). Namely, let /c, P and U be as in the proof of part (2) of the above theorem, and assume moreover that II-je UU is normal". Consider in Vz Prikry forcing P, using U as the ultrafilter. Then look at the iterated forcing Z * P. By an argument similar to the above, we can show that Nonempty wins 92(B), where B is the completion of P * P. Do large cardinals, for example supercompact, imply the existence of a complete Ba B such that Nonempty wins 92(B), but Empty wins 9'00(B)?
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